
THE RISE OF THE NEOCONS / WOHLSTETTER NETWORK 
 

The Wohlstetter Network was born out of the 'Chicago School', the big foundations, the 
military industrial complex. RAND Corporation itself was a product of the Ford Foundation 
and M.I.C. The brainchild of this network is the man who links the Federal Reserve, Chicago 
School, Columbia University and Albert Wohlstetter himself, Arthur F. Burns. 
This network was the second generation of RAND Corporation, although Albert Wohlstetter 
had been a big part in RAND Corp. from the early days. He had survived in the corporation 
through the disastrous Viet Nam era, the Daniel Ellsberg whistleblowing, the Bay of Pigs and 
Contra Wars. All while keeping the Cold War arms race and Soviet 'threat' alive. This 
network would be a significant factor in the neoconservative era leading to 9/11 and the War 
on Terror. 
 
You can view the full infographic here 

 
 

ARTHUR F. BURNS 
Polish Jewish descentReal surname is Burnseig 

Translated the Talmud into Polish and Russia at age 6 
Former chairman of the 

Federal Reserve during the Watergate break in.Under his direction the Fed lied to Bob 
Woodward about the source the $63,000 in $100 bills obtained by authorities from the 

Watergate burgulars. 
Burns stonewalled Congressional investigators looking into the matter. Burns issued a 

directive to Fed offices prohibiting any discussion of the subject.Worked with Abraham Wald 
at the Columbia Uni 
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Gave Albert Wohlstetter his first job working for the Planning Committee of War Production 
Board.Then president of American Enterprise Institute  

(AEI) William Baroody brought Burns into the neocon economic think tank. 

 

ALBERT WOHLSTETTER 
RAND Corporation 

Austro-Hungarian Jewish descent. 
Protege of Abram Wald at Columbia University 

Professor of political science at the University of Chicago. Began his career working on 
problems of war production for the Planning Committee of the War Production Board. 

He was hired to the position by Arthur F. Burns. 
Received the Presidential Medal of Freedom from Reagan. 

Influential and controversial nuclear strategist during the Cold War. His 1958 writing ‘The 
Delicate Balance of Terror’ was highly influential in shaping the thinking of Washington 

foreign policy establishment, particularly on its emphasis on the looming threat of Soviet 
nuclear attack. He acted as an expert but infact used his influence to move US military away 
from an early warning for a preemptive, war-winning strike to a deterrence strategy. This laid 

the groundwork for an arms  
race which greatly benefitted the military industrial complex companies which this group of 

men are connected to. 
Wohlstetter is accused of playing a leading role in the “X  committee” who are accused of 

facilitating the transfer of technology to Israel and Soviets via Jonathan Pollard. 
Wohlstetter brought Richard Perle and Paul Wolfowitz into Henry Jackson’s circle starting 

their political careers. 



 
 

ABRAHAM WALD 
Austro-Hungarian Orthodox Jew. 

Mathematician who contributed to decision theory, geometry, and econometrics, and 
founded the field of statistical sequential analysis. 
Researcher and lecturer at Columbia University. 

Discovered the Wald–Wolfowitz runs test along with his friend Jacob Wolfowitz. 
Educated his protege Albert Wohlstetter in math and philosophy of science at Columbia 

University. 
Worked for the Statistical Research Group (SRG) during WW2 where he applied his 

statistical skills to various wartime problems. 

 



JACOB WOLFOWITZ 
Polish Jewish mathematician 

Met Abraham Wald as a post graduate student. collaborated in numerous joint papers in the 
field of mathematical statistics including the Wald–Wolfowitz runs test 

The father of Paul Wolfowitz 

 
 

LEO STRAUSS 
German Jewish political philosopher. 

Member of the German Zionist Youth Group. 
A political Zionist and follower of Jabotinsky 

Taught at Hebrew University of Israel for a year 1954-55. 
Research Fellow in the Dep of History at Columbia. 

Credited as a major influence behind the neo-conservative movement. He educated 
influential neoconservatives such as Paul Wolfowitz,  

Abram Shulsky and Harry V. Jaffa at the University of Chicago, where he was a professor for 
much of his career. 



 

PAUL WOLFOWITZ 
Polish Jewish political scientist 

Son of Jacob Wolfowitz. 
Protege of Albert Wohlstetter. 

Studied under Wohlstetter at Columbia University. 
His dissertation was entitled ‘Nuclear Proliferationfor Nuclear Descaling. 

Took two courses with Leo Strauss. 
Self-described Henry Jackson Republican. He was brought into Jackson’s circle by 

Wohlstetter. 
Created Office of Special Plans along with Douglas Feith as charged by then Secretary of 
Defense Donald Rumsfeld to supply raw intel to George W Bush administration officials. 
The OSP was created to bypass intelligence agencies such as the CIA in order to use 

unverified raw intel manufactured or inaccurate to use to justify the neocon agenda of regime 
change in Iraq via War. Their ‘intel’ focused on perpetuating  

myths of including Al Qaeda ties to Saddam Hussain.  
Hussain funding terrorism and having WMDs. 

Gave a speech at West Point to grads prior to 9/11 on Pearl Harbour taking talking points 
from Roberta Wohlstetter’s book, Pearl Harbour: Warnings and Decisions. He warned the 

grads that they faced a new kind of war and enemy in the near 
future. Foreshadowing the War on Terror and 9/11. 

Visiting scholar at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI) 



 

DONALD RUMSFELD 
RAND Corporation: Former chairman 
Member of PNAC 
Bohemian Club: Member 
Center for Security Policy: Longtime associate; winner of the CSP's 1998 "Keeper of the 
Flame" award. 
 Secretary of Defense from 1975 to 1977 under Gerald Ford, and again from 2001 to 2006 
under George W. Bush. 
Recruited a young one-time staffer of his, Dick Cheney, to succeed him when as Chief of 
Staff in 1975. 
At Princeton he was friends with another future Secretary of Defense,  
Frank Carlucci. 
U.S. Commission to Assess National Security Space Management and  
Organization: Chairman Rumsfeld attended seminars at the University of  
Chicago, an experience he credits with introducing him to the idea of an  
all volunteer military, and to the economist Milton Friedman and the Chicago School of 
Economics. 
He asserted, along with Team B (which he helped to set up), that trends in comparative 
U.S.-Soviet military strength had not favored the United States for 15 to 20 years and that, if 
continued, they "would have the effect of injecting a fundamental instability in the world." 
 

DONALD RUMSFELD 
RAND Corporation: Former chairman 

Member of PNAC 
Bohemian Club: Member 



 

FRED IKLÉ 
Swiss Born Jew 

Director of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency  
(1973–77), before becoming Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

Member of the Council on Foreign Relations  
Department of Defense's Defense Policy Board Advisory Committee. 

Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS) 
Director of the National Endowment for Democracy. 

Iklé is credited with a key role in increasing U.S. aid to the mujahideen 
in the Soviet–Afghan War. He successfully proposed and promoted the  

idea of supplying the rebels with anti-aircraft Stinger missiles,  
overcoming CIA opposition.   



 

HENRY 'SCOOP' JACKSON 
US Democrat Senator 

Hawkish Democrat know as a “Whore for Boeing” 
First politician Nina Rosenwald supported. 

Used his contact Wohlstetter to recruit Richard Perle and Paul Wolfowitz into his circle. 
He is also responsible for giving Frank Gaffney his start in politics. 

In line with Wohlstetter he hyped the Soviet threat and lobbied for increased defense 
spending at every opportunity. 

The neocon think tank Henry Jackson Society is named in his honor. 
He is responsible for the Jackson-Vanik amendment that facilitated the Jewish-Russian 

mafiya into the United States. 
 



 

RICHARD PERLE 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Global StrategicAffairs under Reagan. 

Began his political career as a senior staff member to Henry Jackson on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee. 

He was brought in by Albert Wohlstetter. 
Attended school with Joan Wohlstetter (the daughter of Albert and Roberta Wohlstetter of 

the RAND Corporation) 
Resident Fellow of American Enterprise Institute (AEI) 

Advisory Board of the Center for Security Policy 
PNAC, JINSA, Steering Committee of the Bilderberg Group. 

Patron of Henry Jackson Society. 
Leader of a group that created the Clean Break strategy for Netanyahu. 
Believed to be part of the “X Committee” spy ring providing information  
including top secret code numbers of classified military documents to  

Jonathan Pollard. 
An FBI summary of a 1970 wiretap recorded Perle discussing classified information with 

someone at the Israeli embassy. 
Received substantial payments to represent the interests of Soltam,an Israeli  
weapons company. He recommending that the Army purchase an armaments  

system from Soltam that earlier had paid him $90,000 in consulting fees. 
Drafted the Jackson-Vanik amendment that resulted in the Jewish-Russian  

mafiya infiltration of the United States. 
The day after 9/11 in a completely unscheduled encounter with George Tenet, 
Perle told him that ”Iraq must pay for 9/11” It was the first conservation Tenet  

had encountered that suggested Iraq had a link to 9/11. 
Coauthored The End of Evil with fellow neoconservative David Frum in 2004. 

The book criticizes American bureaucracy, civil service and law. The book suggests that US 
must ‘overhaul the institutions of our government to ready them for a new kind of war against 



a new kind of enemy.’’including FBI, CIA, armed forces and State Department.’ The book 
promotes the Iraq War and defends the 2003 invasion despite the false premises for it. The 
book also discusses ways to abandon all Israeli-Palestinian peace processes, invade Syria, 

implement strict US domesticated surveillance with biometric identity cards. 
In dramatic fear mongering hegellian dialectic the book states ‘There is no middle way for 

Americans: It is either victory or holocaust.’  

 
 

DOUGLAS FEITH 
Polish Jewish descent. 

His father was a Betar, a Revisionist ZionistYouth organization. 
Studied under neocon Richard Pipes at Harvard.  

Worked on the staff of Henry Jackson in 1975 alongside Perle and Gaffney. 
Member of Reagan era Team B. 

Joined National Security Council (NSC) as a Middle East  
specialist under Pipes in 1981. before moving to working at the  

Pentagon under Perle. Promoted by Sec.of Def. Caspar Weinberger. 
He was fired from his positiondue toan FBI investigation suspected he was involved in the 

illegal distribution of confidential material to Noar Gilon an Israeli embassy official. 
Brought into the Bush administration by Perle and Wolfowitz.  

He then used his influence to lobby for Perle to be appointed Chairman of the Defense 
Policy Board. 

Created the Office of Special Plans along with Paul Wolfowitz. 
In 2007 Pentagon’s inspector general issued a report that concluded Feith’s office 

“developed, produced and disseminated alternative intelligence assessments on Iraq and Al 
Qaeda.  

Believed to be part of the ”X Committee” spy ring. 
Member of the group that put together the Clean Break strategy. 



 

FRANK GAFFNEY JR. 
President and Founder of Center for Security Policy 

CNP, PNAC JINSA member 
Contributor to Breitbart and Horowitz’s FrontPage Magazine. 

Worked as an aide for Henry Jackson. Worked as an assistant to Richard Perle. 
Member and promoter of Team B and has proposed a new 'Team B'. 

Funded by Boeing, Raytheon, Northrup Grumman, Nina Rosenwald, Ira and Ingeborg 
Rennert, Templeton Foundation to name a few. 

Anti-Muslim conspiracy theorist and general fearporn pusher for the benefit of his financiers. 
The Committee on the Present Danger is an extension of Gaffney's Center for Security 

Policy. Gaffney serves as co-chair of the most recent version - Committee on the Present 
Danger China. 

Accused of being part of a foreign intelligence spy ring known as the 'X-committee'. 
. 
 



 
 

JOHN BOLTON 
Named as President Trump’s National Security Advisor, 

Former US Ambassador to the UN 
Former Chairman of Gatestone Institute 

Member of CNP, JINSA , PNAC 
Guardian of Zion Award recipient. 

Former Undersecretary of State for Arms Control and International Security. 
Declared in 2002: “We are confident that Saddam Hussein has hidden weapons of mass 
destruction and production facilities in Iraq.” Other deceptions include claims “There is no 
doubt that Saddam Hussein now has weapons of mass destruction,” and “We know where 

the WMDs are. They’re in the area around Baghdad and east, west, south, and north 
somewhat.” 

Orchestrated the ouster of Jose Bustani, who was a Brazilian diplomat who was  
at the time the chief of the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons. And in that 
context he would have been responsible, he was already negotiating with Saddam Hussein 
about sending in a whole team of weapons inspectors. This is when Iraq was talking about 

wanting to join the Chemical Weapons Treaty. 
Supported US pulling out of the Iran deal. 

Was presented a caricature drawing of himself tearing up the Iran deal in front  
of UN headquaters by Avigdor Lieberman, Israel’s Minister of Defense. 



 

ELLIOTT ABRAMS 
Jewish American 

Special Assistant to the President (George W Bush) 
Senior Director on the National Securirty Council for the Near East and North African Affairs. 

Promoted to Deputy National Security Advisor for Global Democracy Strategy. 
Downplayed the hundreds of deaths at El Mozote committed by the El Saladorian Army 

claiming the reports "were not credible," and that "it appears to be an incident that is at least 
being significantly misused, at the very best, by the guerrillas." 

The massacre had come at a time when the Reagan administration was attempting to 
bolster the human rights image of the El Salvadorian military as the US were funding their 

government. 
Abrams was also involved in attempting to set up back channel funding of rebels in 

Nicaragua. 
Abrams cooperated with Iran-Contras investigators entering into a plea agreement wherein 
he pleaded guilty to two misdemeanour counts of withholding information from Congress. 
This was after investigators prepared pushing for multiple felony charges against Abrams. 

He was pardoned by President George H. W. Bush. 
Abrams had advance knowledge of, and "gave a nod to," the  

Venezuelan coup attempt of 2002 against Hugo Chávez. 
Worked as a staffer on Senator Henry "Scoop" Jackson's brief campaign for the 1976 

Democratic Party presidential nomination. 
Married to Rachel Decter, the stepdaughter of Norman Podhoretz 

until her death. 
Council on Foreign Relations member 

PNAC 
Center for Security Policy 



Committee on the Present Danger 

 

MICHAEL LEDEEN 
Jewish American 

Longterm Neocon operative. 
Former consultant to the United States National Security Council, the United States 

Department of State, and the United States Department of Defense.  
He has also served as a special adviser to the United States Secretary of State. 

Member of AEI, CSIS, JINSA, ISI Enterprise. 
Involved in many disinformation operations. Played a significant role in the Iran-Contra affair 
working as a consultant of National Security Advisor Robert C. McFarlane. Ledeen vouched 
for Iranian intermediary Manucher Ghorbanifar. In addition, he met with Israeli Prime Minister 

Shimon Peres, officials of the Israeli  
Foreign Ministry and the Central Intelligence Agency to arrange meetings with high-ranking 

Iranian officials, whereby U.S supported Iranians would be given weapons by Israel. 
He also brokered the Pentagon approved meeting that became known to be part of the 

Lawrence Franklin Scandal. The purpose of the meeting was to undermine a pending deal 
that the White House negotiating a deal with the Iranian government involving the exchange 

of high level Al Qaeda in Iranian custody in return to stop US support for MEK. 
Worked for Italian military intelligence SVSMI in 1980. 

Used a Bulgarian connection in the attempted assassination of Pope John Paul II to push 
Cold War propaganda. 

Used his Italian intel connections to supply fake intelligence documents that contained 
information that Saddam Hussain had obtained yellowcake uranium in Africa. This disinfo 

was cited in Pres. George W Bush’s 2003 State of the Union address.  
Coauthored Field of Flight with disgraced General Michael Flynn. 

He was also behind Billygate, planting disinformation that alleged Jimmy Carter’s brother, 
Billy was connected to Muammar Gaddafi. 



 

ABRAM SHULSKY 
RAND Corporation 

Educated in political science by Leo Strauss at the University of Chicago. 
Self described Straussian. 

Hired and overseen by Feith and William Luti as Director of Office of Special Plans during 
the first term of George W. Bush.. 

He also was part of the Pentagon’s in house think tank Office of Net Assessment.  
Developed intelligence to be used to justify the Iraq War.  

Worked under Richard Perle in the Reagan Administration. 

 
 



DAVID WURMSER 
Swiss born Jew 

Served as Middle East Adviser to former US VP Dick Cheney.  
Special assistant to John R. Bolton at the State Department.  

Research fellow on the Middle East at AEI 
Wurmser has been credited as being one of the main authors of the 1996 report A Clean 
Break: A New Strategy for Securing the Realm, a paper prepared for incoming Israeli PM 

Netanyahu.  
A Clean Break advocated preemptive strikes against Iran and Syria, the removal of Saddam 

Hussein from Iraq and the abandonment of traditional "land for peace" negotiations with 
Palestinians.  

Wurmser gave false information to the Bush Administration, which used them to 
claim that Saddam Hussein had weapons of mass destruction and ties to  

terrorism. Neither claim has shown to be true, per the Senate Report on Pre-war  
Intelligence on Iraq.  

In September 2007, Newsweek and Reuters reported that "David Wurmser told a small 
group several months ago that Vice President Dick Cheney was considering asking Israel to 

strike the Iranian nuclear site at Natanz. 
FBI counterintelligence investigators had questioned Wurmser, along with Feith,  
Harold Rhode, and Paul Wolfowitz about the passing of classified information to  

Ahmad Chalabi and/or the American Israel Public Affairs Committee. 
Lobbied by friend Barbara Ledden in regards to Conservative Review on personnel 

involved with national security. Wurmser passed the information onto Newt Gingrich who 
sent an email to Tillerson warning him that ‘A house cleaning is in order’. 

 



ZALMAY KHALILZAD 
Afghan born Sunni Muslim. 

Graduate and former Assistant Professor of University of Chicago where he studied closely 
with Albert Wohlstetter, who supplied Khalilzad with contacts at RAND and in the US 

Government. 
While working as an Assistant Professor of Political Science at Columbia University's School 

of International and Public Affairs. During that time, he worked closely with Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, the Carter administration's architect of Operation Cyclone, supplying the 

mujahideen with weapons and intelligence, who resisted the Soviet Union's invasion of 
Afghanistan. 

Between 1993 and 2000, Khalilzad was the director of the Strategy, Doctrine, and Force 
Structure at RAND Corporation. 

Counselor at the Center for Strategic International Studies (CSIS) 
Member of the Atlantic Council and PNAC think tanks. 

Oversaw the drafting of the constitution of Afghanistan, as well as helping setting and 
organize the Karzai government. 

Credited for helping negotiate compromises which allowed the ratification of the Constitution 
of Iraq played a substantial role in forming the first post-Saddam government. 

  
 

 

DOV ZAKHEIM 
Jewish American 

Served in various DoD posts during the Reagan administration. 
He was behind Israel purchasing F-16 fighters from the United States. 



He earned a bachelor degree in government from Columbia University in 1970. 
Adjunct professor at Columbia University. 

Member of the Coucil on Foreign Relations. 
Adjunct scholar of the Heritage Foundation. 

Senior Associate at the CSIS. 
 


